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Thus, the danger of
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"interest" towards this means of 
CW formulas that have not been made 
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maintain our clearsightedness.

so far.
is hard to imagine any method to 

of certain facts ofOf course,
Yet we must be aware

life if we are to
to makeWhile there is an unquestionable need to have an adequate regime 

that c^icai industries of future States parties a- really engaged only 
prohibited under the convention, we should be realis 

, final Obiectives It should have become obvious by now that a truly 
1 SS» regime of the chemical weapons convention would «tail

inancial and other burdens that most futur. parti« 
bear. However, a trade-off between posslbrllties snd the^safegua^J can be

of the future convention.

sure
in activities not

of verification isIt has often been said that one of the main purposes vdnlatorSs
to detect non-compliance and through this, to deter p°®n ‘ feasibie 
the same time, realizing the limitations of any workable ^Jeasib 
verification system for the chemical weapons convention,«« “jJ*^*/* 

well to enhance the deterrence against possible viola.0.» 
well enna ^ best chance t0 reveal a violation arising

This form of violation was also
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other ways as
is obvious that verification has

b, President Bush as a grave
„f international law SïïJSÜ ^ld

have^the resolve to take appropriate and determined action^against^any^State
that initiates th« “*,f “ "lhe°"‘ms of‘tha cease-fire putiing an end

a "e lected in United Nations Security Council 
“ the “«TÜÏÏlîîhS stringent ruies

It could

breach

resolution
and have provided an important precedent. a,-nr

fom of dissuasion to an, future aggressor or v-olat^.^

take another look at
become ar.srs!uisri-z.i”£Sa;s;.w--i

introduced into the draft
"measures to redress aprovisions on 

including sanctions" that have recently been
convention.

be avoided when discussing the
surely is the relation of the 

We regard the CWC as
There is one more issue that cannot 

prohibition of use of chemical weapons, and that
chemical weapons convention to the 1925 Geneva Protocol. assu.Ted
replacing totally, for States parties, the obligations and r.gh.
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